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Introduction

Hong Kong and Singapore are two societies that experienced Japanese expansionism in the twentieth century while under British colonial rule. Hong Kong had been ceded by the Qing government to the British in 1842 following the First Opium War, while Singapore was “founded” by an official from the British East India Company in 1819. During World War II, both societies experienced Japanese military assault, swift capitulation by the colonial authorities, followed by three and a half years of occupation that caused hardship and suffering among the local population. This, it is unsurprising that the narratives of invasion and occupation in Hong Kong and Singapore share similarities. However, the way in which the respective governments use memory of the war and Occupation in their efforts to shape national identity, as reflected in official history curricula and officially-vetted school textbooks, evince significant differences. This article compares the ways in which Japan has been portrayed as an “Other” in Hong Kong and Singapore in school textbooks in the period since the 1980s, focussing particularly on those texts currently in use. The portrayal of Japan is interpreted with reference to the socio-political context, and the approach to the construction of national identity, in the two societies.

Following the Japanese surrender, Hong Kong and Singapore were returned to British rule. Singapore remained under British control until it gained self-government in 1959, with independence following six years later, while Hong Kong was reunified with the Chinese mainland in 1997. Since achieving self-rule, Singapore has been governed by the People’s Action Party. Although its population is predominantly Chinese, it is known as a multicultural society because of the significant proportion of other ethnic groups: in 2012, the Chinese made up 74.1% of the population, Malays 13.4%, Indians 9.2%, and others 3.3%. Singapore is a democracy in that its government is headed by a Chief Executive who is not popularly elected, but is chosen by an Election Committee approved by Beijing. While Hongkongers cannot choose the Chief Executive, there is a free press and a strong civil society. Today, the Hong Kong population is 94% Han Chinese, with the remaining 6% comprising Indonesians, Filipinos, Whites, Indians, Pakistanis, Nepalese, Japanese, Thais, other Asians, and others.

For the people of Hong Kong and Singapore, the Japanese Occupation constituted a significant and in some cases traumatic historical episode, and the experience of being invaded and occupied by foreign troops created a strong sense of the “Other.” The concept of the “Other” has been expounded on by a number of scholars in different contexts. Mead; de Beauvoir; Bauman; Spivak;
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groups who are excluded from this classification. As de Beauvoir puts it, “No group ever sets itself up as the One without at once setting up the Other over against itself.”[8] There is therefore a sense in which the self and “Other” are conceptually related, with the “Other” (or “Others”) typically central to the way in which a group or community defines itself.

A nation has been described as “an imagined political community,”[9] with some scholars attempting to define the nation and national identity with reference to shared culture.[10] Gellner believes that to do so casts the net too wide, as it may bring in cases that do not fit most understandings of a “nation”; he also observes that a nation comes about under certain conditions:

...when general social conditions make for standardized, homoge-
neous, centrally sustained high cultures, pervading entire populations
and not just elite minorities, a situation arises in which well-defined
educationally sanctioned and unified cultures constitute very nearly
the only kind of unit with which men (sic) willingly and often ar-
dently identify.[11]

Nation states perform a number of roles to bring about the conditions for
creating and sustaining a nation, and to foster a sense of national identity.
As Bauman puts it in a hyperbolic fashion:

They laud and enforce the ethnic, religious, linguistic, cultural homo-
genosity. They are engaged in incessant propaganda of shared atti-
tudes. They construct joint historical memories and do their best to
discredit or suppress such stubborn memories as cannot be squeezed
into shared tradition... They preach the sense of common mission,
common fate, common destiny. They breed, or at least legitimize and
give tacit support to, animosity towards everyone standing outside
the holy union. [12] (original emphasis)

Of the conceptions of the “Other” listed above, it is Bauman’s that comes
closest in terms of describing the way in which Japan is used by the political
elites in Hong Kong and Singapore to define their respective societies.
As will be seen, Japan is sometimes used as a contrast to define what a society is — or what its members would like to think it is — as well as a model of
what they want it to be. Japan is by no means the only, or even the main,
“Other” for Hong Kong and Singapore. As societies that have experienced
British colonial rule, the British or the “West” also feature as significant
“Others,” and regional neighbours (China for Hong Kong, especially prior
to 1997, and Malaysia and Indonesia for Singapore) came to loom larger
as Britain headed for the imperial exit. This article will focus on the por-
trayal of Japan: although the Occupation took place seven decades ago,
and for a relatively brief period, it still plays a significant role in history
textbooks today.

Hong Kong and Singapore use a centrally mandated curriculum. Textbooks
are commercially produced, but are written according to curriculum guide-
lines issued by the education bureau or ministry, and subject to its approval.
Hence, while schools are able to choose from a range of commercially avail-
able textbooks, the views in the texts invariably reflect those of the
government, and present the official, approved narrative and values. Through
comparing the historical narratives of textbooks used in the two societies,
this article will analyse the images of Japan that they convey, and the po-
litical ends that these are used to serve.

There are a number of studies that have analysed Hong Kong and Sin-
papore in isolation with respect to the use of history, and how the school cur-
riculum and textbooks portray the Japanese. [13] The present article will draw
on this body of work, and on recent original research[14] carried out by mem-
ers of the Leverhulme International Network on Japan and East Asia Na-
tional Identities,[15] in which I am a key participant. By drawing together
these single country studies, the article will present a comparative analysis
of the representation of Japan in history textbooks in Hong Kong and Sin-
papore, particularly with respect to the Japanese Occupation. By placing
these portrayals in social and political context, it will show how these have
been influenced by domestic situations and considerations.

The Portrayal of Japan in Hong Kong and Singapore

Singapore

In Singapore, history as a compulsory subject is taught in two subjects — History and Social Studies. In her study of Social Studies textbooks, Kho speaks of the “single dominant perspective,”[15] and I have elsewhere written about the “overriding sense of a single, approved narra-
tive”[16] that is presented in the texts. This perspective or narrative refers to
the particular interpretation of history — locally referred to as the Singapore
Story — that is approved by the political elite, and that conveys the values
and messages they consider necessary for the country’s future and survival.
According to this interpretation, the modern history of Singapore begins
with its founding by a British official Stamford Raffles in 1819; the story
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then continues through the colonial period, and World War II when Japan invades and occupies the country, followed by the return to British rule, merger with Malaysia, and independence; there then follows the years of struggle to make Singapore the success it is today.

Interestingly, significant coverage of the Japanese Occupation in history texts only started from 1984, and should be seen as part of wider efforts aimed at promoting a particular vision of national identity and values. Political socialisation is usually carried out through Civics and Moral Education, in which values such as respect, responsibility, integrity, care, resilience, and harmony are promoted alongside the National Education messages centred on the importance of being rooted to the country, and the willingness to defend it. The introduction of the Japanese Occupation into the curriculum should therefore be viewed as part of these efforts to impress on young Singaporeans the values and messages deemed to be essential for the survival of the country.

The inclusion of the war and Occupation in school history texts from the 1980s was not the first time there had been reference to Japan in Singapore. Avenell has written about the “Learn from Japan” campaign that was conducted during the same period, in which Japan was held up by the political leaders as a model for Singapore, and campaigns were conducted to promote “Japanese” approaches to productivity, work ethic and labour-management relations. Japan’s economic success and its productive and harmonious workplaces were linked to its societal values, which were interpreted as broadly “Asian.”

Where the primary history textbooks are concerned, Saito, Alviar-Martin, and Khong note how the portrayal of the Japanese contrasts with that of the British: the latter are “depicted as a partner and decision-maker — although acting primarily in self-interest,” while the former are “represented as a violent aggressor that ruled Singapore with severity and harshness.” Khamsi and Morris’s study of lower secondary texts between 1985 and 2007 focuses on the ethnic element in Japanese rule, and provides an analysis of how the focus of the coverage of the war and Occupation has shifted from one that stressed Chinese suffering, and the role of the Chinese during this period, to one that consciously represents the experience of all ethnic groups equally. They argue that this has effectively meant a shift from an ethno-cultural portrayal of the nation to one that is more multi-cultural.

The recent and more comprehensive analysis of the lower secondary history textbooks between 1985 and 2007 by Khamsi and myself elaborates on the earlier work of the scholars cited above. The analysis shows the way in which the texts emphasise the cruelty of the Japanese. In the current text, for instance, one chapter — entitled “How did World War II affect Singapore?”, and comprising 33 pages — is devoted to the war and Occupation and the immediate post-war period. In it, there is reference to the Sook Ching, which is described as an operation aiming “to identify and eliminate suspected anti-Japanese elements among the Chinese community.” There is also reference to the savage and unpredictable violence to which the local population was subjected:

The Japanese used fear to rule Singapore. The cruelty of the Kempeitai kept people in a constant state of anxiety and fear. At the slightest offence, punishment was swift and severe. Many anti-Japanese subjects were subjected to terrible torture or decapitation at the Kempeitai centres.

A highlighted text box describes an incident in which individuals identified as anti-Japanese are taken in lorries to a beach, and provides an eyewitness account of what follows:

We were next told to move off towards the sea. When all of us were in the water, the machine guns opened fire. I was at the far end of my group. When my companions were hit, they fell down and pulled down the rest of us. As I fell, I was hit on the face by a bullet. The machine guns then stopped firing. The soldiers came round to knife us with their bayonets. I shut my eyes. A soldier stepped on me to knife my neighbour. He did not turn to knife me. I kept my eyes shut. After some time, I heard the sound of lorries driving off.
feature individuals from the various ethnic groups who put up heroic resistance against the Japanese.

Notwithstanding the traditional portrayal of the Japanese as the historical enemy, the imperial army is also presented in an unexpectedly positive way. As well as their capacity for brutality, there is reference to their military effectiveness: the Japanese are loyal to their country and Emperor, and determined and willing to sacrifice their lives for the cause; they also employ astute military tactics that succeed in taking in the British. In contrast, the British are disorganised and make tactical errors; above all, they lack commitment to the country, and abandon it in its hour of need. Here, the message is that it is the commitment and loyalty of the Japanese troops that give them military success, and it is precisely this lack of commitment on the part of the British that led to the Occupation and the years of suffering.

In the narrative, therefore, the Japanese are presented as an “Other” to both the local population and the British. This otherness is emphasised in the way the Japanese are characterised: brutal invaders and incompetent and discriminatory occupiers who seek to impose their alien culture, and whose actions cause great suffering to the local population. In emphasising common suffering among the various ethnic groups, divisiveness among the local population is avoided, and common unity fostered. The Japanese are also depicted as very different from the British in their loyalty, commitment, and military strategy. In this, the ineffectual British “Other” serves as a contrast to highlight the qualities of the Japanese that make them militarily successful.

In a chapter leading up to the World War II, schoolchildren are told with respect to colonial rule that:

Asians were often discriminated (sic) by the British government. For example, in the government service, most of the high-ranking officials were Europeans and well-qualified Asians were not given senior or important posts. Despite this, British colonial rule is generally positively presented:

Singapore fared well under British rule. There was order, security, and general improvements to the people’s standard of living.

This benevolent-but-discriminatory portrayal of the British serves to highlight the brutality and incompetence of the Japanese as rulers. Taken together, the British and Japanese “Others” – the one discriminatory, ineffectual, and uncommitted, and the other effective in battle but brutal in occupation – make the point that Singaporeans can and should only depend on themselves when it comes to ruling and defending their country.

Where Japan is concerned, it serves as both a negative and positive model. The attempt to use the Japanese “Other” as a model in schools is part of a wider effort by the political elite to use Japan as an Asian example of economic development and nation building. As an Asian country that had successfully industrialised and – in the process – combined the best qualities of East and West, the political leaders considered Japan an appropriate model of development for Singapore. As Avenell notes, during the 1980s, “‘Japan’, freely imagined […], served as a useful ideological device for governmental elites as they attempted to manage and shape the social and economic transformations accompanying the shift to advanced industrialization in their country.” In the history texts, Japan is presented as the first Asian nation to challenge the superiority of the West. In this, the narrative accepts at least some of the discourse in Japan with regard to the war being waged in East and South-East Asia to stand up to the exploitative and colonial “West,” and uses this to stiffen the sinews of Singaporeans in nation building, and inspire a young Asian nation to take its place in the world.

**Hong Kong**

In Hong Kong schools, history is covered in two subjects at the upper secondary level: traditionally, Chinese History focuses on the five thousand years of Chinese civilisation, and History (sometimes referred to as “World History”) on modern Chinese history. The work of scholars such as Vickers, Kan, and Morris demonstrates that, in the period leading up to the retrocession, history – particularly Chinese History – was used to promote a Han-centred view of the past, foster a Chinese cultural identity, and socialise young people into the values and norms associated with Chinese culture. It was an identity rooted in a classical past, and detached from current realities, because the British government needed to depoliticise the curriculum to avoid threats to its legitimacy. As the Chinese History curriculum was updated in the 1980s and 1990s to encompass more twentieth-century history, coverage of modern Japan’s aggression against China has increased accordingly. History was traditionally more influenced by Western (i.e. Anglo-Saxon) educational theory and practice, and officials responsible for this subject increasingly espoused a concern with teaching “skills” of historical analysis; in 1996, a year before the handover, the curriculum was expanded to include Hong Kong history, and further revisions in 2003 led to the inclusion of local history at senior secondary level, as well as an increased focus on the twentieth century.

In their recent analysis of the treatment of Japan in the most popular senior secondary History (1996, 2004, and 2009) and Chinese History (1993, 2005, and 2009) textbooks, Morris and Vickers identify certain trends before and after the retrocession. The portrayal of Japan in History up to the 1990s is quite positive because of its focus on the Meiji Restoration: the overriding theme is admiration for Japan’s rapid modernisation and nation building, although there is no mention of the country’s contribution to late Qing reforms. In this, as in the Singapore texts, the “West” is an implied “Other” to both China/Hong Kong and Japan: it is the “benchmark for...
Communist Party, and used to support its approach to modernisation. The Japanese were conscious of keeping their traditional values and spirit. At the same time, the point is made that, “while adopting Western practices, Kong, the mainland needs to be seen as part of a wider strategy to appeal to a common, “traditional” Chinese values and culture on the mainland as in Hong Kong. The attempt to encourage Hongkongers to share the wartime experience on the mainland is increasingly used to highlight Chinese suffering and victimhood, and to create a sense of shared history and identity. The matching of the terminology in the Chinese History texts concerning the invasion and occupation of China with that used in mainland texts reinforces this intent.

In addition, there has been a clear overall shift over the years in the way Japan is presented, especially in the History texts, where Japan morphs from a model of modernisation to one of militarism. In contrast with the coverage of the Occupation in the Singapore texts, there is relatively little focus on human suffering, and an absence of the use of emotive language. Where the Japanese are clearly marked out as the brutal occupying enemy in the case of Singapore, they are strangely absent from the Hong Kong narrative; the focus instead falls overwhelmingly on the local Chinese community, as is true more broadly of the coverage of local history in Hong Kong texts. Of the six pages in the chapter, one and a half pages are taken up by the description of the system of government that was set up under the Japanese, and these highlight the part played by the local elite who collaborated with the Japanese as Japanese soldiers bayoneting or beheading Chinese victims or burying them alive, with the number of photographs of such atrocities increasing in the later texts. Hence, there is significant — and increased — coverage of Japanese brutality and atrocities on the mainland.

In addition to Japan, there is also the British or Western “Other.” The “West” was not the model for Japan in its early modernisation, a process that is framed in terms of Japan’s need to defend itself against the former’s aggression; at the same time, the point is made that, “while adopting Western practices, the Japanese were conscious of keeping their traditional values and spirit.”

Here, the “West” is both a positive model for modernisation for Japan and, by implication, Hong Kong and the mainland. And Japan’s ability to modernise without losing its national spirit could be endorsed by today’s Chinese Communist Party, and used to support its approach to modernisation.

When it comes to the war and Occupation in Hong Kong, one chapter – “The political and institutional changes during Japanese occupation, 1941-1945” – is devoted to this in the current, most widely used History text; it is six pages long. As the title suggests, the chapter focuses on political and institutional changes during the Occupation, and the Japanese attack, Occupation, and government are treated in an objective and largely dispassionate way. With regard to the experience of the local people during the Occupation, the text – with considerable understatement – describes Japanese “attention to people’s quality of living” as being “very limited.” There is mention of shortages and rationing, the worst of this, when “rice was in short supply,” being that “people had to eat tree leaves and roots out of hunger.” There is also mention of the Repatriation Scheme in which, in an effort to ease the pressure on limited resources, the Japanese authorities instituted a policy to return local residents to the mainland:

Repatriation policy meant forcing the residents to return to the mainland through persuasion and coercion. By December 1942, as many as 600,000 people had left Hong Kong.

There is also reference to the Japanisation policy:

Japanese language, Japanese culture and the national affairs of Japan were taught in schools. Some of the streets and buildings were given Japanese names.

In contrast with the coverage of the Occupation in the Singapore texts, there is relatively little focus on human suffering, and an absence of the use of emotive language. Where the Japanese are clearly marked out as the brutal occupying enemy in the case of Singapore, they are strangely absent from the Hong Kong narrative; the focus instead falls overwhelmingly on the local Chinese community, as is true more broadly of the coverage of local history in Hong Kong texts. Of the six pages in the chapter, one and a half pages are taken up by the description of the system of government that was set up under the Japanese, and these highlight the part played by local residents. Here, the Japanese are portrayed in a slightly positive light, and the attempt to incorporate the local Chinese into the system is seen as “a breakthrough for Chinese participation in the political system.” At the same time, the local elite who collaborated with the Japanese are depicted as performing a positive role:

Chinese leaders […] had no choice but to cooperate with the Japanese. […] They repeatedly took risks in demanding the Japanese government to improve food supply, keep social order, adopt health measures against epidemics and maintain economic production. Such actual work managed to ease the hardship of some Hong Kong citizens…”
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When it comes to Hong Kong itself, therefore, the portrayal of the Japanese invasion and Occupation is very different in tone and emphasis from that in Singapore, where it is used to drum up antipathy to the invading forces and, with this, a sense of common identity and purpose. In the Hong Kong text, there is a largely dispassionate depiction of the Occupation, and an emphatically pro-establishment account of the development of the Hong Kong Chinese community. The focus is on Hong Kong social history, and the contribution of the local Chinese elite to maintaining the stability of local society through difficult times. The effort to generate fear and hostility towards the occupying forces and, hence, a sense of a people under siege needing to pull together, is focussed entirely on the experience of Chinese on the mainland, through the accounts of mainland atrocities and suffering in Chinese History. The History text even manages to give a positive spin to its account of the Japanese Occupation, by focusing especially on the role of local Chinese elites, and emphasising the developments during this period that laid the basis for improvements in the rights and autonomy of the local Chinese community after the war. The efforts made by the Japanese authorities to secure the collaboration of the local elite are represented as an advance on the lack of participatory involvement before the Occupation, and as a harbinger of further progress in co-opting local elites after the war; this episode is thus slotted neatly into a smooth narrative of improvement, in which the continued dominance of a coterie of established tycoons is implicitly represented as part of the natural order of things.

The coverage of Japan is extended into the post-war period and, in the post-1997 History texts, the blame for international disputes, such as visits to the Yasukuni Shrine and the Diaoyu Islands, is placed on Japanese leadership. At the same time, Japan’s recent political problems are attributed to the frequent changes of government resulting from its democratic system, while the long dominance of the Liberal Democratic Party over the political landscape is described approvingly as having provided the necessary stability for successful modernisation. Here, again, the message that a single-party state would be best for a country’s stability and development would not be one that the Communist Party would dispute. When it comes to the coverage of local history, however, the very significant role played in Hong Kong’s economic development by trade with Japan (the territory’s largest trading partner for most of the post-war period until the 1970s), and the huge impact of Japanese popular culture on its local counterpart, receive almost no mention whatsoever. Not only Japanese, but also British agency in Hong Kong’s post-war history is accorded little acknowledgement. By contrast, no opportunity is lost to emphasise the “contributions” made by China to Hong Kong’s development.

Hence, despite its relatively short duration, the Occupation, together with aspects of history involving the Japanese, feature significantly in the history curriculum in Hong Kong and Singapore. Japan is portrayed as the historical enemy through narratives of invasion, war, occupation, and suffering, and the strength of this negative portrayal has increased markedly over time. The manner of the portrayal differs in the two societies: in Singapore, the emphasis is on common suffering and the united response among the local population, while in Hong Kong, the atrocities and suffering that are highlighted are those on the mainland, and are intended to foster identification. However, Japan is also occasionally portrayed in an unexpectedly positive light. There is recognition of its success in early modernisation and post-war reconstruction, and even admiration for the bravery and effectiveness of its imperial army; there is also appreciation for the first opportunity it presents for local participation. Hence, the depiction of Japan in the history textbooks is Janus-like, and the “face” that is presented, and the manner in which this is done, has changed over time according to the requirements of political socialisation as perceived by each society’s governing elites.

At the same time, Japan is presented as an “Other” to the local population, as well as other significant countries and regions, especially Britain and the “West.” In Singapore, the cruelty of the Japanese troops – particularly the Kempeitai – and the selfishness of the Occupation administration are highlighted and contrasted with the innocent victimhood and stoicism of the local people. In both Hong Kong and Singapore, the Japanese are presented in contradiction to the British. The latter are seen as discriminatory colonial rulers in the two societies, and their reluctance to allow political participation in Hong Kong makes the limited participation under the Japanese seem progress by comparison, while in Singapore, their benevolent but ineffective approach is shown to be powerless when faced with ruthless, efficient, and committed Japanese troops. Highlighting the alien nature of Japanese brutality – with respect to the atrocities committed by imperial troops, for instance – also enables a society to define itself in terms of the normal and the good. In addition, the experience of suffering under the Japanese “Other” is used as a force for unity – unity with mainlanders in the case of Hong Kong, and among the different ethnic groups for Singapore. The qualities of the Japanese also highlight by contrast the moral inferiority and weaknesses of the British or Western “Other”: despite being portrayed in places as a positive model of modernisation, Britain is nonetheless a military aggressor, and a foreign ruler that is unwilling to allow local participation, or is benevolent but ineffectual and uncommitted. The point is that both the Japanese and British were unsatisfactory rulers, and represent an unalmed colonial past in the official historical narratives of Hong Kong and Singapore.

Highlighting the alien and brutal nature of the Japanese “Other” also enables a society to define itself in terms of the civic virtues that it wishes its people to acquire. These virtues are most clearly stated in Singapore, where they take the form of the National Education messages. In this, the Japanese serve as the once and future boogeyman, an example not only of what has happened, but also what could happen to the local population, if they fail to take seriously the vulnerability of the country and its defence. Here, the portrayal of the Japanese is unexpectedly positive in that their military prowess is something to be emulated. The positive portrayal of strong Japanese military leaders, and the commitment and effectiveness of their troops, suggest that what is required in Singapore is strong leadership – a role that the ruling People’s Action Party would be willing to continue to perform – and the unwavering loyalty of its people to the country and its leaders.

Japan is also a positive role model for modernisation. In the earlier Hong Kong texts, there is admiration for its efforts at modernisation and nation building, not just with respect to the military, but also the economy. The deliberately selective nature of the admiration can be seen from the fact that it is limited. It was noted how the Hong Kong texts do not mention Japan’s contribution to reforms in the late Qing period in China. Admiration for Japan therefore stops short of acknowledgement of the country’s cul-
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tural debt to the historical enemy. This omission upholds the portrayal of a five-thousand-year-old Chinese civilisation essentially unsullied by external influence, least of all that of the nation’s most hated foe; and thus avoids implicitly devaluing this unparalleled gift from China to humanity as a whole, and the Communist regime’s recently much-vaunted role as its custodian.

Finally, the narrative in the texts provides support for the current domestic social and political directions adopted by the political leaders. In the Hong Kong texts, the focus is on shared suffering with the mainland and the need for national unity, and past strong political leadership in Japan is used to justify a strong state. At the same time, current Japanese foreign policy actions are implicitly associated with past villainy so that the victims – the Special Administrative Region and the mainland – are able to claim the same relationship in ongoing international disputes with Japan, and to continue to occupy the moral high ground. In the case of Singapore, the narrative is strongly derived from that of the People’s Action Party and – in stressing the need for strong leadership, self-reliance, multiculturalism, and communal values – reinforces its discourse. Hence, the past is recast and used to justify a society’s – and its political leadership’s – position and vision at the present time.

**Discussion: Implications of the portrayals of Japan for conceptions of identity and “Chineseness”**

The ways in which Japan is portrayed in history has implications for the construction of nationhood (including “Chineseness”), and how this can be understood. This section will show how images of Japan have been manipulated by the state elite in an attempt to construct diverse forms of identity consciousness – in certain times and places emphasising a sense of “Chineseness” or national distinctiveness.

There is a literature on nationalism and national identity formation that has focussed on the distinction between civic and ethno-cultural nationalism. Ethnic nationalism is largely characterised in terms of a focus on common descent, and civic nationalism by civic institutions. The way Smith makes the distinction is typical: nations with a civic form of nationalism “have a measure of common culture and a civic ideology, a set of common understandings and aspirations, sentiments and ideas, that bind the population together in their homeland.” As Brown puts it, the nation is thus “defined in terms of a shared commitment to, and pride in, the public institutions of state and civil society, which connect the people to the territory they occupy.” In contrast, nations that are conceived in ethnic or ethno-cultural terms are essentially “a community of common descent,” and emphasise the “community of birth and ethnic culture.” Hence, the concept that forms the basis of these nations is “ethnocultural sameness.”

Sociologists of nationalism have generally abandoned attempts to make clear distinctions between ethnic and civic nationalism because they recognise that historical cases of nations and nationalism usually involve a combination of the two, and hence that there is a need to find other ways to conceptualise nationalism. Nonetheless, the theoretical distinction between the two, which represent opposite ends on a spectrum, is useful in the present context because the ways in which Japan-related history is presented cast an interesting light on the transition in the form of nationalism in the two societies.

It was noted that Chinese History in Hong Kong has traditionally promoted a Han-centred view of the past, and has attempted to socialise young people into the values and norms associated with a conservative, highly Han-centric vision of Chinese culture. In Singapore, there are efforts to encourage ethnic identity and culture by requiring schoolchildren to learn their “mother tongue” (referred to as the “second language”), in addition to the English language; there is even an annual national campaign to encourage the speaking of Mandarin.

In the current history texts in Hong Kong and Singapore, there is reference to the efforts of the Japanese to “Japanise” the local population, which represent a threat to local culture(s). Alongside this in Hong Kong is the emphasis in Chinese History on the glories of the Chinese (i.e. Han) cultural heritage. Where political union may still be fraught for some Hongkongers, a longstanding common culture, and the sharing of the experience of mainland suffering, is used to override the modern experiences that separate them from their mainland compatriots, such as years of colonialism and differences in political ideology. The emphasis on the purity of Chinese civilisation and on Japanese aggression, particularly in the later History texts, reflects assumptions concerning the homogeneity of Chinese identity and the collective moral superiority of the Chinese nation. In political terms, the reference to traditional Chinese culture brings to mind the role of custodian of Chinese civilisation that the Communist Party has latterly undertaken, and serves to undergird its political legitimacy to govern the mainland and the Special Administrative Region.

Where Singapore is concerned, explicit references to “Chineseness” are notable for their absence. It comes up primarily in the context of the different treatment meted out by the Japanese to the various ethnic groups during the Occupation. In multi-ethnic Singapore, these differences are downplayed, and what is highlighted instead is the common experience of suffering and the resulting inter-communal unity, with care being taken to ensure that texts feature war heroes from the different communities. This is not to say that “Chineseness” is unimportant in the Singapore context. Indeed, the emphasis in the texts on the attempt to “Japanise” the local population strongly suggests an attack on local ethnic cultures. But, in light of the potentially divisive effect that references to differential treatment by the Japanese may engender, it has been considered politic to present the Occupation as a common, unifying experience for the local population. Here, the implicit claim to legitimacy on the part of the ruling People’s Action Party is its ability to bring about the conditions, and nurture the requisite qualities, for peace and harmony in a multi-ethnic society.

We have seen how historical memory – the creation of a shared past and a consciousness of common suffering under an enemy – has been used in both societies to foster national unity and identity. But beyond the sense of national identity is the question as to the form of nationalism that underpins it. Where Hong Kong is concerned, there is no popularly elected parliament, but there was and still is strong freedom of the press and expression. There is also a clear sense of civic identity in which the role of
civic action, and the more symbolic role of the “rule of law” as a concept, distinguishes Hong Kong from the mainland. This can be seen in the penchant among the population to turn out to demonstrate, either on major anniversaries such as that of the Tiananmen Square Massacre (4 June), or simply issues relating to perceived violations of freedoms or rights. In the face of this, the attempt to encourage Hongkongers to share the historical experience of mainlanders, and the emphasis on a shared cultural heritage, reflect an official drive to portray the ties that bind local people to “the nation” in increasingly ethno-cultural terms. The account in the history texts of a Chinese civilisation unsullied by Japanese influence is a case in point. For the Chinese Communist Party, the promotion of a civic form of nationalism is unlikely to be attractive, given the attachment that Hongkongers already have to civic institutions such as freedom of the press and expression; hence, the appeal to an ethno-cultural form of nationalism would be more acceptable both to the Party and Hongkongers. In 2003 and 2012, there were large public protests against, respectively, the introduction of an anti-subversion law and the compulsory school subject National and Moral Education; these measures were resisted precisely because they went beyond a focus on a shared cultural heritage. Protests such as these raise questions as to how attractive deeper political unification is to Hongkongers beyond the appeal to cultural heritage.

Singapore treads a delicate path between ethno-cultural and civic forms of nationalism. As a Chinese majority society amidst non-Chinese neighbours, Singapore has long had to battle fears of being a Third China (the first two being the mainland and Taiwan). At the same time, the political elite are suspicious of “Chinese chauvinists,” who they fear wish to promote Chinese culture and interests at the expense of social harmony. Despite this, there are policies promoted by the political leaders that are underpinned by an essentialist view of ethnicity, one in which values and culture are seen to be necessarily embedded in the individual’s ethno-cultural heritage. For instance, ethnic culture and identity are encouraged, and even enforced, by the requirement that, in addition to English, children should learn a second language associated with their ethnic group. Indeed, the former Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew was — for a time in the 1990s — a self-appointed spokesman for “Confucian” (subsequently, “Asian”) values. In the history texts, however, “Chineseness” is conspicuously absent. In a society with significant ethnic minorities, and where ethnic conflict has led to riots in the past, a civic approach to nationalism is the only recourse. Hence, “Chineseness” — for the ethnic Chinese majority — is promoted in a bounded way, e.g., in subjects such as the second language. In the main, the portrayal of the Japanese is meant to reinforce the National Education messages, which were introduced as a result of the political leaders’ concern that young people were ignorant of recent history and lacked commitment to the country. In this, the political leaders can only appeal to civic ideals because to do so in ethno-cultural terms would be socially divisive. For these reasons, history — and the Japanese Occupation in particular — is used to promote a set of values and messages, and a form of nationalism, conceived in civic terms.

Hence, the portrayal of the Japanese is used to foster a set of civic national values in Singapore, while it serves to reinforce Chinese history and cultural heritage in Hong Kong; the latter takes the form of an emphasis on “Chine seness” in national identity, which contrasts with a predominantly civic conception of local distinctiveness drawing on aspects of the British colonial legacy and a long tradition of oppositional political activism. The reason for the different treatment of history relating to the Japanese is the socio-political context of the two societies, and the vision and goals of the current leadership. In Hong Kong, the portrayal of Japan is harnessed to the desire among some of the political elite to bring about deeper union with the mainland. However, a number of factors have resulted in a vibrant civil society in Hong Kong, and a strong culture of opposition to government policies: these include a free press, a tradition of a colonial government that was sensitive to public criticism given its low level of legitimacy, a school curriculum that highlights the rule of law and low levels of corruption as defining features of Hong Kong, and the fact that many Hongkongers are descended from refugees who fled the mainland to escape political persecution or famine. The strength of civil society was most evident in the government having to abandon National and Moral Education following large public protests by those who considered it to be political indoctrination.

In addition, schools in Hong Kong are free to choose their textbooks, and there are institutions and organisations — such as the religious groups that run many schools, parents’ associations, student groups, and teachers themselves — who represent independent voices in Hong Kong, and challenge the views of pro-Beijing members of the Legislative Council. In Singapore, five decades of government by the People’s Action Party has meant a consolidation of the party’s control of the mainstream media and — in education — the curriculum, as well its ability to infuse into the latter the values and messages it considers necessary for the survival and wellbeing of the country and its people. In this, the portrayal of the Japanese Occupation in the textbooks is informed by the political leaders’ vision for the future, which includes the promotion of unity by appealing to a conception of nationalism that is acceptable to the various ethnic groups.

Conclusion

In the history textbooks of Hong Kong and Singapore, Japan has variously been depicted as a historical enemy, but also as an “Asian” model to be emulated. The account of suffering under the Japanese is used in Singapore to unite the different ethnic groups and foster a sense of common national purpose. In Hong Kong, by contrast, especially since 1997, textbook allusions to the Chinese struggle with Japan have featured more prominently, or have been given a more nationalist “spin,” as local officials have sought to promote closer identification with the “motherland.” Nonetheless, texts in both places have also presented Japan in a positive light. The Hong Kong texts acknowledge Japan’s success in its early modernisation and post-war reconstruction, as well as the effect of the Japanese occupation of Hong Kong on the development of a more participatory approach to local governance. For Singapore, Japan’s military success is seen as having lessons for its people, and is used to reinforce the National Education messages the government wants schoolchildren to imbibe.

There are critical differences in terms of the uses to which the portrayal of Japan is put, particularly with respect to the role of “Chineseness” in national identity. For Hongkongers, the focus on mainland suffering during the war is


part of wider efforts that include the promotion of Chinese cultural heritage, and are aimed at deepening union between its people and those on the mainland. This reflects the emphasis of a broader, on-going official campaign of “national education” that involves appeals to an unequivocally ethno-cultural form of nationalism. For Singaporeans, Japanese-related history is represented very differently – as a common experience shared by members of various ethnic groups, the memory of which can therefore be used to reinforce sentiments of inter-ethnic solidarity. It is also used to promote other messages and values that the political leaders deem necessary for the survival of the country; in this, the form of nationalism appealed to is conceived of in civic terms.

The elasticity of the interpretation of historical events in these two societies reflects the very different social and political conditions in which history curricula have been developed in each case, and the very different visions of the collective present and future that officials aspire to project backwards into the past. In Hong Kong, the coverage of Japan’s role in local history in particular reveals the sensitivity of acknowledging significant external agency in the shaping of the territory’s modern history; hence the overwhelming focus on the agency of the “local Chinese community” under colonial rule (British or Japanese). The principal external contribution to Hong Kong’s development, in the textbook account, is represented as deriving from the Chinese mainland. Hong Kong is the unproblematically “Chinese” offspring of an ever-solicitous “motherland.” By contrast, Singapore’s political leaders, governing a predominantly “Chinese” community situated amongst the non-Chinese societies of South-East Asia, have seemed eager to invoke Japan – whether as common wartime enemy or “Asian” exemplar – for purposes of constructing a broad civic identity that transcends the “Chineseness” of the majority.
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